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ON MINIMAL E-PROJECTION OF OPERATOR SPACES *

DONGYUN SHIN+, SA-GE LEE+ AND SUNG JE CHO-++

Introduction

For a general unital C*-algebra, the existence and uniqueness of its
injective envelope was proved by Hamana [5]. Ruan [8] showed that an
operator space E always has a unique injeetive envelope. The purpose of
this paper is to investigate relations among E-seminorms, E-projections
and its injective envelope.

1. Preliminaries

We let M n.m be the space of complex n x m matrices and M n = M n.n
for n, mEN. M n.m has the canonical basis {Eij } where Eij is the matrix
in M n .m with 1 at (i,j) position and zero elsewhere.

Given a complex vector space E, we denote Mn.m(E) = E 0 M n.m
and Mn(E) = E @ M n, the vector space of n x m and n x n matrices
with entries in E.

For x = [Xij] E Mn(E), y = [Yij] E Mm(E), a = [aij] E M m.n and
(3 = [Pij] E M n .m , we write

and

ax = [t aijXik] E Mm.n(E), x{3 = [rik] E Mn.m(E)
.1=1

where rik = :Ej=1 {3jk Xij.
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For a linear map cl> : E -7 F, we define the linear map cl>n : Mn(E) -7

Mn(F) by

A space with a matricial seminorm is a complex vector space E with
a seminorm Pn on each Mn(E) denoted as (E, {Pn}). H the seminorm
Pn is actually a norm for each n EN, we denote (E {Pn}) as (E, HI 11 n} )
and call space with a matricial norm.

Let (E, {II IIn}) and (F, {II \In}) be two spaces with matricial norms
and cl> : E -7 F a linear map. We write 11 cl> 11 cb = sup{lIc1>nll in E N} and
call cl> a completely bounded map if IIc1>IIcb < 00, a complete contraction
if IIc1>lIcb ~ 1 and a complete isometry if each cl>n is an isometry.

2. Matricially Seminormed Spaces

Given a complex vector space E there is a natural way that each
Mn(E) is a Mn-bimodule with the module operations defined by (a,x)
-7 ax, (x, a) -7 xa for a E Mn, x E Mn(E). Hence for each linear
map cl> : E -7 F, cl>n : Mn(E) -7 Mn(F) is an Mn-bimodule map, i.e.,
cl>n(exx) = acl>n(x) and cl>n(xa) = cl>n(x)a for a E Mn, x E Mn(E).
Regarding as M n = B(en) and assuming the operator norm 1111 on M n,
we have the following definition.

DEFNITION 2.1. A m.S.D. space (matricially seminormed space) is a
space with a matricial seminorm (E, {Pn}) which satisfies :

(1) Pn+m(x E9 0) = Pn(x) for all x E Mn(E), and the zero element
oE Mm(E) and

(2) Pn(ax) ~ lIaIlPn(x), Pn(xa) ~ lIaIlPn(x) for all x E Mn(E),
ex E M n . A m.S.D. space is LtX> ifit satisfies :

(LtX» Pn+m(x E9 y) = max{Pn(x),Pm(Y)}
A. m.S.D. space is LP (1 ~ P < 00) if it satisfies :

1

(V) Pn+m(x E9 y) = (Pn(x)p +Pm(y)PF·

IT the seminorm Pn is actually a norm for each n EN, we denote
(E, {Pn}) as (E, HI \In}) and call a m.n.space (matricially normed
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space). If (E, {lIl1n}) satisfies LP-condition, we call (E, {lIl1n}) LP
m.n.space (1 ~ P ~ (0).

Let (E, {I\ I\n}) and (E, {I\ I\n}) be two m.n.space and 4> : E ~ F
a complete contraction. For each n E N we define seminorms pt on
Mn(E) by

for x E Mn(E). In particular, if E = F, we define seminorms qt on
Mn(E) by

'" . 4>n + ... + 4>n k
qn(x) = hm sup lIe k )(x)l\n.

k-oo

for x E Mn(E). Then (E, {p~}) and (E, {qt}) are m.s.n.spaces with
qt(x) ~ pt(x) ~ IIxl\ for all x E Mn(E). If (F, {II I\n}) is an Loo

m.n.space, then (E, {p~}) and (E, {q~}) are Loo-m.s.n.spaces ([8], Ex
ample 1.4.3. and 1.4.4.).

THEOREM 2.2 ([8] THEOREM 1.4.5.). Let (E,{Pn}) bean LOO-m.s.n.
space, (F, {Pn}) a m.s.n.subspace of E and 4> : F ~ B(H) a linear map
such that l14>n(x)l\n ~ Pn(x) for all x E Mn(F) and nE N. Then there
exists a linear map ~ : E ~ B(H) which extends 4> and l\~n(x)lIn ~

Pn(x) for all x E Mn(E).

Let H be a Hilbert space and B(H) the von Neumann algebra of all
bounded linear operators on H. We have an operator norm on B(H)
defined by

IIxl\ = sUP{I\ X 771\ : 117711 ~ 1, 77 EH}.

Identifying Mn(B(H» with B(Hn), we get a operator norm on each
Mn(B(H» (n EN). This family of norms {l\l\n} is called an operator
matricial norm on B(H). Obviously (B(H), {l\lIn}) is an Loo-m.s.space.

A linear subspace E of B(H) with the above operator matricial norm
is called an operator space. In particular, if E = E* and lEE, we call
E an operator system.

Let E be an operator system, A be a C*-algebra and 4> : E ~ A be a
linear map. Then we call 4> is n-positive if 4>n is positive and we call 4>
completely positive if 4> is n-positive for all n.
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let B(H) be the von Neumann algebra ofall bound
ed operators on a Hilbert sapce H. A linear map </1 : B(H) -+ B(H) is
called a completely contractive projection if 1I</1l1c6 ::; 1 and </12 = </1. Let
(E, {lIl1n}) be an operator space contained in B(H).

An E-projection of B(H) is a completely contractive projection </1 :
B(H) -+ B(H) such that </1(x) = x for all x E E.

Let pfi be the set of all E-projections of B(H). Then pfi is non
empty. Define a partial ordering on pfi by saying

t/J ::; </1 if and only if t/J 0 </1 = </1 0 t/J = t/J.

A minimal E-projeetion of B(H) is an E-projection of B(H) which is
minimal under this partial ordering.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let(E, {lIl1n}) beanLoo-m.n.spaceand(F,{lIl1n})
a m.m.subspace of E. An Loo-matricial seminorm {Pn} on E is called
an Loo-matricial F -seminorm if it satisfies :

(1) Pn(x) ::; IIxll n for all x E Mn(E)
(2) Pn(x) = IIxll for all x E Mn(F).

Let rk be the set of all LOO-matricial F -seminorms on E.
Then rk is non-empty. Define a partial ordering on rk by saying

for all x E Mn(E) and n EN.

Let (E, {II IIn}) be an operator space contained in B(H) and </1
B(H) -+ B(H) a complete contraction such that </1(x) = x for all x E 2E.
Then the matricial seminorms {p:} and {q;n are Loo-matricial semi
norms on B(H) and we have {q:} ::; {P:}.

LEMMA 2.5. If t/J ::; </1, then {pt} ::; {P:}.

Proof. Given x E Mn(B(H», we have
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THEOREM 2.6. Let 4> E pB and {P:} be minimal in r~(H)' Then 4>
is minimal in pB.

Proof. Let ?/J be an arbitrary E-projection of B(H) with ?/J ~ 4>. By
Lemma 2.5, {p~} ~ {p:}. Since {P:} is minimal, {p~} = {p:}. For all
x E B(H), we have

114>(x) - ?/J(x)}lh = 114>(x) - 4>. ?/J(x)1I1

= 114>(x - ?/J(x)lh

= pt(x - ?/J(x»

= pt(x - ?/J(x»
=0.

Hence t/J = 4> and 4> is minimal.

THEOREM 2.7. Let {p~} ~ {P:} and 4> be minimal then {p~} = {p~}.

Proof. Since 4> is minimal 4> 0 ?/J 0 4> = 4>. Since pt(x --4>(x» =

II?/J(x - 4>(x»II ~ pt(x - 4>(x» = 0, ?/J = ?/J 04>. Hence 4> = 4> o?/J 04>=
4> 0 t/J. Therefore l14>n(X)IIn = l14>n 0 ?/In(X)IIn ~ lI?/Jn(x)lIn. This implies
{P:} ~ {p~} and {P:} = {p~},

THEOREM 2.8 ([8] PROPOSITION 1.4.8.). The partially ordered set
r~ must have at least one minimal element.

THEOREM 2.9. Let E be a subspace ofB(H) and {Pn} be a minimal
element in r~(H)' Then there exists a E-projection 4> ofB(H) such that

Pn = P: for each n EN. In particular 4> is minimal.

Proof. Let id : E -+ B(H) be the inclusion map. Then lIid(x)lIn =
IIxlln = Pn(x) for all x E Mn(E) and n E N. By Theorem 2.2, there
exists a linear map 4> : B(H) -+ B(H) which extends id and

l14>n(x)lIn ~ Pn(x) ~ II x lln

for all x E Mn(B(H» and nE N. Then {P:} and {q:} are £<Xl-matricial
E-seminorms on B(H) such that
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1I<p(x) - <p2 (x)lh = 1I<p(x - <p(x)1I

=pt(x - <p(x))

=qt(x - <p(x)) = O.

Therefore <p is an E-projeetion of B(H). By Theorem 2.6, <p is minimal.

THEOREM 2.10. Let <p be minimal. Then {P:} is minimal.

Proof. By Theorem 2.8, there exists a minimal E-seminorm {Pn}
such that {Pn} ~ {P:}. By Theorem 2.9, there exists a minimal E
projection "p such that {Pn} = {p~}. Hence {p~} ~ {P:}. Since <p is
minimal, {p~} = {P:} by Theorem 2.7. Therefore {P:} is minimal.

3. Injective operator spaces.

A C*-algebra A is called injeetive if for any two C*-algebras B and
C and B C C and any completely positive contraction ~ : B -+ A there
is a completely positive contraction ~ : C -+ A extending ~.

Let E C B(H) be an operator space. E is called to be an injeetive
operator space if for every operator space F, every operator subspace
Fo of F and every completely bounded map <p : Fo -+ E, there exists a
linear map 4> : F -+ E such that 4>IFo = <p and 1I~lIcb = 1I~lIcb.

Let E c B(H) be an operator system, E is called to be an injective
operator system if for every operator system F, every operator subsystem
Fo of F and every completely positive contraction <p : Fo -+ E, there
exists a completely positive contraction ~ : F -+ E with <plFo = <p.

It is well known that B(H) is an injeetive operator space for arbitrary
Hilbert space H ([8] Theorem 2.12.). Also B(H) is an injective operator
system ([7] Theorem 6.5.). Hence an operator space E C B(H) is injec
tive if and only if there exists an E-projection whose range is E and an
operator system E C B(H) is injective if and only if there,exists a com
pletely positive contraction ~ : B(H) -+ E such that <PIE = idEo This
implies that injective operator spaces (systems) must be norm closed.

Obviously, an injeetive operator system is injective operator space, and
every injective C*-algebra is an injective operator space. Furthermore,
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if A is an injective C*-algebra and p.q are projections in A, then pAq is
an injective operator space.

THEOREM 3.1. Let E C B(H) be an operator space. Then
E is injective if and only if there is a minimal E-projection such that

</>(B(H)) = E.

Proof. (=}) Consider the identity map i : E ~ E. Since E is
injective, there exists a completely contractive map </> : B(H) -+ E
extending i. Obviously, </> is an E-projection and </>(B(H)) = E. To
complete the proof, we must show that </> is minimal. Let t/J ::; </>, for
each x E B(H), t/J(x) = </>(t/J(x)) E E and </>(x) E E. Hence t/J(x) 
4>(x) E E. Therefore t/J(t/J(x) - </>(x)) = t/J(x) - </>(x). The other hand
t/J( t/J(x) - </>(x)) = t/J(x) - t/J( </>(x)) = o. Hence t/J = </>.

({::=) trivial.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let E C B(H) be injective and </> be an E-proje
ction such that </>(B(H)) = E. Then 4> is minimal.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let </> be a projection. Put </>(B(H)) = E. Then E
is injective and </> is a minimal E-projection.

COROLLARY 3.4. H {E.\} .\EA is a family ofoperator spaces (systems),
then EB E.\ is injective if and only if each E.\ is injective.

THEOREM 3.5 ([7] PROPOSITION 3.4.). Let A and B be C*-algebras
with unit, let M be a subspace of A, I E M, and let S = M + M*.
H 4> : M ~ B is unital and completely contractive, then 4> : S -+ B
given by 4>(a + b*) = </>(a) + </>( b)* is completely positive and completely
contractive.

THEOREM 3.6. Let lEE C B(H) be an injective operator space.
Then E = E* and E is an injeetive operator system.

Proof. Since lEE is injective, there exists a minimal E-projection
</> such that </>(B(H)) = E and </> is unital. By Theorem 3.5., </> is a
completely positive E-projection. Hence E = E* and E is an injective
operator system.
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COROLLARY 3.7. Let E C B(H) be an operator system. If E is an
injective operator space, E is an injective operator system.

EXAMPLE 3.8. Let E = {(~ :)\a,b,CEC}. Then by Theorem

3.6, E is not injeetive and only id; M2 -+ M2 is the E-projection. Hence
the uniqueness,of E-projection does not imply that E is injective.

EXAMPLE 3.9. Let E = {( ~ ~) Ia, bE C}. Then E is injective.

But E + E* = { ( : ~ ) Ia, b, c, E C } is not injective since

{ (~ : ) Ia, b, C E C } is not injective and (: ~) (~ ~) = ( ~ :).

EXAMPLE 3.10. Ut E ~ {G ~ n!a,b,c E c}. Then E is

injective. But E +E" +Cl ~ { (~ ~ nIa, b, c, d, e, f E C } is not

injective, since

{G ~ nIa, b, c, d, e,j EC} is not injective

and (~ ~ ~) (~ ~ ~) = (~ ~ ~).
eO! 001 Oe!

EXAMPLE 3.11. Let H = C2, B(H) = M2 and E = {alIa E C} C
M2• Define <Pk : M2 -+ E as <Pk(aij) = akkl (k = 1,2). Then <PI and <P2
are completely positive unital contraction, 4>1(M2) = 4>2(M2) = E and
E is injective. Hence 4>1 and 4>2 are minimal E-projections. Therefore
injective operator space does not imply the uniqueness of E-projection.
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Let E be an operator space. Then E is contained in some injective
operator space B(H).

DEFINITION 3.12. Let E be an operator space. An extension ofE is a
pair (Z, k) of an operator space Z and a completely isometric embedding
k : E ~ Z. An extension (Z, k) of E is called injective if Z is an injective
operator space. An extension (Z, k) of E is called an injective envelope
of E if (Z, k) is an injective extension of E and id is tbe only complete
contraction (from Z into Z) which extends idk(E) : k(E) ~ Z from k(E)
to Z.

THEOREM 3.13. Let E C B(H) be an operator space and 4> be a
minimal E-projection. Tben 4>(B(H)) is an injective enbe10pe of E.

Proof. The same as the proof of [8] Theorem 2.2.2.

THEOREM 3.14 ([8J PROPOSITION 2.2.5.). Let E be an operator
space, E C Z C B(H) an injective envelope of E. Tben tbere exists
a minimal E-projection 4> of B(H) such tbat 4>(B(H)) = Z.

THEOREM 3.15 ([8] THEOREM 2.2.6). Let E be a operator space,
E C Z be an injective. Tben Z is an injective envelope of E if and only
if injective subspace of Z containing Eis Z itself.

THEOREM 3.16. Let E be an operator space, 4> be a minimal E
projection and tP be a E-projection such tbat 4>(B(H)) = tP(B(H)).
Tben tP is minimal.

Proof. Let p be a minimal E-projection of B(H) with p ~ tP. Then
E C p(B(H)) C tP(B(H)) = 4>(B(H)). By Theorem 3.13, p(B(H)) is an
injective envelope of E. Hence By Theorem 3.15, p(B(H)) = 4>(B(H)) ==
tP(B(H)). Therefore p = tP.

THEOREM 3.17. Let E C B(H) be an operator space and 4> be a
E-projection. Tben 4> is minimal if and only if 4>(B(H)) is an injective
envelope of E.

Proof. (==» Theorem 3.13.
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({=) By Theorem 3.14, there is a minimal E-projection t/J of B(H)
such that t/J(B(H» = <jJ(B(H». Hence by Theorem 3.16, <jJ is minimal.
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